CASE STUDY

Cleaning of Carlton Street MSCP, Scunthorpe

PROJECT
Carlton Street MSCP, Scunthorpe

STRUCTURE
Warped Lift Slab

CLIENT
North Lincolnshire Council

CONTRACT DETAILS

As part of the refurbishment philosophy we promote cleaning and inspection of all coated surfaces in order to ensure longevity from the completed works and fully validate the warranties.

This car park had previously been refurbished by Makers Parking in August 2001 and as part of the ongoing care the owner decided that it was time for the first clean.

Dirt, dust and oils had accumulated and were now abrading the car decking.

Cleaning using a ride-on scrubber dryer took place in March 2003 together with an inspection of the surface.

The client’s Principal Parking Services Officer commented that ‘the result of the clean was very pleasing, and we have received many positive comments from users’.
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